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In this paper I give a new inversion formula (Theorem 1) for the generalized
SegalBargmann transform introduced in B. C. Hall, J. Funct. Anal. 122 (1994),
103151. The inversion formula may be viewed as a formula for the inverse heat
operator for a compact Lie group. I then use this formula to give a new direct proof
of the unitary of the K-invariant form of the SegalBargmann transform
(Theorem 2). The proof of the inversion formula relies on an identity (Theorem 5)
which relates the Laplacian for a compact Lie group K to the Laplacian for the
non-compact dual symmetric space KCK.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [H] I introduce on an arbitrary compact, connected Lie group K an
analog of the SegalBargmann ‘‘coherent state’’ transform. Let \t(x) denote
the heat kernel at the identity on K, and let KC denote the complexification
of K. (See Section 3 of [H].) For each t>0, the generalized Segal
Bargmann transform is an isometric isomorphism of L2(K, \t(x) dx) onto
the holomorphic subspace of L2(KC , +t(g) dg), where +t is an appropriately
defined heat kernel on KC . The transform itself consists of taking
f # L2(K, \t(x) dx), applying the time t heat operator et22, and then
analytically continuing to KC . (See Theorem 1$ in [H].)
The same map (time t heat operator followed by analytic continuation)
is an isometric isomorphism of L2(K, dx) onto the holomorphic subspace
of L2(KC , vt(g) dg), where vt(g) is the function on KC obtained from +t(g)
by averaging over the left action of K. This is the ‘‘K-invariant’’ form of the
generalized SegalBargmann transform. (See Theorem 2 in [H].)
The generalized SegalBargmann transform was inspired by the work of
L. Gross [G1, G2] who gave an analog of the Fock (symmetric tensor)
representation for the Hilbert space L2(K, \t(x) dx). Papers by Hijab
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[Hi1, Hi2] and Driver [Dr] have greatly clarified Gross’ results and
their relation to the generalized SegalBargmann transform. (See also
[DG, GM].) The generalized SegalBargmann transform has been used by
Ashtekar et al. [A] in the context of gauge theories, with application to
quantum gravity.
In this paper I describe a new inversion formula (Theorem 1) for the
generalized SegalBargmann transform, which is quite different from the
inversion formulas in [H]. This new inversion formula consists of taking
a holomorphic function F(g) on KC , fixing the ‘‘real part’’ of g and then
integrating over the ‘‘imaginary axis’’ with respect to a suitable heat kernel
measure. In the quantum-mechanical spirit of Bargmann’s paper [B], it is
natural to interpret KC as the ‘‘phase space’’ associated to the ‘‘configuration
space’’ K. From this point of view Theorem 1 says that the configuration
space wave function is obtained from the phase space wave function by
integrating out the ‘‘momentum’’ variables with respect to a suitable measure.
Since the generalized SegalBargmann transform is nothing but the heat
operator (followed by analytic continuation), the inversion formula may be
thought of as a formula for the inverse heat operator on a compact Lie
group. Theorems 3 and 4 give additional information about the inversion
formula. I then use the inversion formula to give a new and more direct
proof (Theorem 2) that the K-invariant form of the SegalBargmann trans-
form is an isometric isomorphism.
The proof of the inversion formula hinges on an identity (Theorem 5)
which relates two geometrically distinct symmetric spaces, namely, the
compact group K and the non-compact symmetric space KCK. Specifi-
cally, I identify the complex group KC with the Cartesian product of K and
KC K in such a way that for holomorphic functions on KC , the Laplacian
for KCK is equal to &4 times the Laplacian for K. It is the negative sign
in this identity which allows us to relate the forward heat operator for
KC K with the inverse heat operator for K. Note that Theorem 5 involves
a curious squaring of the KCK variable. If K is commutative this squaring
(or doubling, in additive notation) can be eliminated by a simple change
of variable, but in the non-commutative case it is essential. Theorem 5 is
similar to the work of Flensted-Jensen [F-J] who relates spherical func-
tions on a real semisimple Lie group to spherical functions on a complex
semisimple Lie group.
Not surprisingly, some analogs of the results of this paper hold in the
context of the ‘‘classical’’ SegalBargmann transform, in which the compact
group K is replaced either by Rn or by an infinite-dimensional vector space.
(See [B, S2, S3] for the classical transform.) For example, the inversion
formula for Cameron and Martin’s ‘‘FourierWiener transform’’ [C, CM1,
CM2] is very similar in spirit to Theorem 1. (Of course, there are differen-
ces of convention; replacing G[ y] by G [ y]=G[&iy] in Eqs. (1) and (2)
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of [C] makes those equations look more like Theorem 1.) Hitsuda [Hit1,
Hit2] obtains similar results, apparently unaware of Cameron and
Martin’s work.
Furthermore, Segal in [S1] proves the unitary equivalence between the
symmetric tensor (or Fock) representation of the canonical commutation
relations and the real function representation. Segal’s map implicitly factors
through the holomorphic function representation, although the holo-
morphic function space is not formulated explicitly in that paper. The map
from the holomorphic space to the real function space is the Fourier
Wiener transform. Thus Theorem 3 of [S1] represents an embryonic
version of the inversion formula, in the classical context.
Finally, there is a version of the inversion formula in the context of the
S-transform of white noise analysis. The S-transform is essentially the same
map as the SegalBargmann transform, except that it has a substantially
different domain. So Kubo’s inversion formula [Ku, Theorem 4.3] is
another classical version of Theorem 1.
It is a pleasure to thank several individuals who assisted me in the
preparation of this paper: Ira Herbst, for patiently allowing me to explain
these results in various forms, and for making numerous suggestions;
David Brydges, for making a valuable suggestion regarding the proof of
Theorem 1; Leonard Gross, for directing me to references for the classical
versions of the inversion formula; Dan Barbasch, for pointing out
similarities between Theorem 5 and the work of Flensted-Jensen; and
Stephen Sontz, for valuable scientific discussions.
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
We must first establish some notation. See Helgason’s book [He] for
many of the basic results mentioned here without proof. Let K be a
compact, connected Lie group, and let k be the real Lie algebra of K. Let
KC be the complexification of K. Thus KC is a connected complex Lie
group whose Lie algebra is the complexification of k, and which contains
K as a subgroup. (See Section 3 of [H].) Let P/KC be the set
P=[eiX | X # k].
The set P is an embedded submanifold of KC , and the map X  e
iX is a
diffeomorphism of k with P. The polar (or Cartan) decomposition states
that every g # KC can be written uniquely as g=xp, with x # K, p # P. If you
prefer, you can do the polar decomposition in the opposite order and write
g as g= p$x, where p$=xpx&1.
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It follows from the polar decomposition that each coset gK with
g # KC contains exactly one element of P. Thus we can identify the
quotient manifold KC K with P. In fact, the quotient map q : KC  KCK
takes P/KC diffeomorphically onto KCK. From now on we will identify
P with KCK in this way.
Let us now fix an Ad-K-invariant inner product on k. This inner product
gives rise to a bi-invariant Riemannian metric on K, and we will let 2K
denote the LaplaceBeltrami operator associated to this metric. We will let
\t(x) denote the heat kernel on K, namely, the fundamental solution at the
identity of the equation dudt=122K u.
The choice of an Ad-K-invariant inner product on k determines a
Riemannian metric on PtKCK which is invariant under the action of KC .
The tangent space of P at the identity is ik, which has an obvious inner
product coming from the inner product on k. The desired Riemannian
structure on P is then determined uniquely by the conditions that (1) it
agree with this inner product at the identity, and (2) it be invariant under
the action of KC . We will let 2P denote the LaplaceBeltrami operator on
P, and _t( p) the heat kernel at the identity. Thus _t( p) is the fundamental
solution at the identity of the equation dudt=122Pu. We will let dp
denote the natural Riemannian volume measure on P. This measure coin-
cides with the push-forward to KCKtP of a suitably normalized version
of Haar measure on KC .
The above notation is summarized in Table I.
We will consider two Hilbert spaces of functions on the compact group,
L2(K, dx) and L2(K, \t(x) dx), where dx is Haar measure on K. Because
K is compact, \t is bounded and bounded away from zero. Thus L2(K, dx)
and L2(K, \t(x) dx) are actually the same space of functions, with different
but equivalent norms. When it is not necessary to distinguish between
these two equivalent norms, we will let L2(K ) denote this common space
of functions. If f # L2(K ), then f V \t is the solution at time t of the heat
equation with initial condition f. As proved in Section 4 of [H], \t has
a unique analytic continuation to KC . It follows that f V \t also has a
unique analytic continuation to KC , for any f # L
2(K ). We will let et2K2f
TABLE I
K = compact, connected Lie group
k = real Lie algebra of K
KC = complexification of K
P = [eiX | X # k]tKCK
\t(x) = heat kernel at identity on K
_t( p) = heat kernel at identity on PtKC K
dp = Riemannian volume measure on P
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denote the holomorphic function on KC obtained by analytically continuing
f V \t to KC .
We are now ready to state the results of this paper.
Theorem 1. For f # L2(K ), let et2K2f denote the holomorphic function on
KC obtained by applying the heat operator to f and then analytically continuing.
Let Pn be an increasing sequence of Ad-K-invariant compact sets in P, with
 Pn=P, and let F=et2K2f. Then
f (x)= lim
n   |Pn F(xp
2) _t4( p) dp, (1)
where the limit is in L2(K ).
Theorem 2. A holomorphic function F on KC is of the form F=e
t2K2f
for f # L2(K ) if and only if
|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp<. (2)
If (2) is satisfied, then
|
K
| f (x)| 2 dx=|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp. (3)
Remarks. (1) Theorem 2 is already proved in [H, Theorem 2], with
slightly different notation. (The measure dx _t2( p) dp on KC is referred
to as dvt in [H]. Note the difference in labeling the time parameter.)
However, I will give here a different and more direct proof using the inver-
sion formula. Also, the ‘‘time-halving formula’’ (Corollary to Theorem 6) of
[H] can be seen to be a special case of Theorem 1.
(2) In light of Lemma 11 of [H, Section 8], the condition (2) in
Theorem 2 is equivalent to the condition that
|
KC
|F(g)|2 +t(g) dg<.
Here dg is Haar measure on KC and +t(g) is the heat kernel on KC
mentioned in the introduction and described in Section 6 of [H].
(3) Note that (1) in Theorem 1 involves p2 and _t4 , whereas (2) and
(3) of Theorem 2 involve p and _t2 . The presence of p2 in (1) is required
by Theorem 5, which also involves p2 and which is the key to proving
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Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 uses Theorem 1, and the derivation
clearly indicates how p gets squared. (See Section 3 below.)
(4) It would be desirable to replace the limit of integrals over com-
pact sets in Theorem 1 by an integral over P. However, in general,
P F(xp
2) _t4( p) dp may diverge. Indeed, this must be the case, since f is
an arbitrary square-integrable function on K, which may have singularities.
Nevertheless, the next two theorems allow you to integrate over all of P,
either by making additional assumptions on f, or by making a small
change in the time parameter.
Theorem 3. Let F=et2K2f, for some f # L2(K ). Suppose that
|
P
|F(xp2)| _t4( p) dp< (4)
for almost every x # K. Then
f (x)=|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp
for almost every x # K.
For each compact, connected Lie group K, there exists an n such that if
f # Cn(K ), then
|
P
|F(xp2)| _t4( p) dp<
for all x # K.
Theorem 4. Let F=et2K2f, for some f # L2(K ). Then
|
P
|F(xp2)| _s4( p) dp<
for all 0<s<t and for all x # K. Moreover
f (x)=lim
s A t |P F(xp
2) _s4( p) dp
with the limit in L2(K ).
The proof of Theorem 1 hinges on the following result, which is of inde-
pendent interest.
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Theorem 5. If F is a holomorphic function on KC , then
2pF(xp2)=&42xF(xp2). (5)
Remarks. (1) Note that the Laplacian on the left is the P-Laplacian,
viewing F(xp2) as a function of p with x fixed. Similarly, the Laplacian on
the right is the K-Laplacian, viewing F(xp2) as a function of x with p fixed.
(2) If K is commutative, then it is also true that 2pF(xp)=
&2xF(xp). However, in the non-commutative case there is no analog of
Theorem 5 with F(xp2) replaced by F(xp).
(3) Suppose that f (x)=trace(?(x) A) is a matrix entry for an
irreducible representation of K. Then f is an eigenfunction for 2K , with
some (negative) eigenvalue &*? . Moreover, f has an entire analytic
continuation to KC . If we define ,( p)= f ( p
2), then Theorem 5 tells us that
, is an eigenfunction of 2P , with eigenvalue 4*? . Thus Theorem 5 gives a
method of transferring eigenfunctions for the Laplacian from the compact
symmetric space K to the non-compact symmetric space KC K. This trans-
fer is very similar to the work of Flensted-Jensen [F-J, Theorem 1.1].
I make additional remarks on this point at the end of the proof of Theorem 5.
3. IDEA OF THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
Let F be any holomorphic function on KC which does not grow too
rapidly at infinity. In this case, the limit in Theorem 1 can be replaced by
an integral over P. Let
ft(x)=|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp.
Then
df
dt
=|
P
F(xp2)
1
8
2P_t4( p) dp.
Integrating by parts and using Theorem 5 gives
df
dt
=
1
8 |P 2pF(xp
2) _t4( p) dp
=&
1
2 |P 2xF(xp
2) _t4( p) dp
=&
1
2
2K ft .
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Thus ft(x) satisfies the inverse heat equation. Moreover, as t  0, _t4( p)
tends to a $-function at p=e and ft(x)  F(x). Thus ft=e&t2K2F, or
equivalently, F=et2K2ft . This explains Theorem 1, at least in the case
where F does not grow too rapidly.
We now address Theorem 2. Let f be a ‘‘nice’’ function on K, for
example, a finite linear combination of matrix entries. For notational sim-
plicity, I will assume that f is real. Let F=et2K2f. Since f is real, F will be
real on K. It is not hard to show, then, that
F(xp)=F(xp&1). (6)
(See Lemma 4 of [H]; in the notation of that lemma, (6) says that
F(g)=F(g ).) So
|
P
|
K
F(xp) F(xp) dx _t2( p) dp=|
P
|
K
F(xp&1) F(xp) dx _t2( p) dp.
Since F is holomorphic, we can make the ‘‘holomorphic change-of-
variable’’ y=xp&1 in the inner integral, even though p is not in K. (The
idea is that this would be valid if p were in K, and so by analyticity it must
continue to be valid for any p # KC . See Lemma 9 below.) Making this
‘‘change-of-variable’’ and using Fubini gives
|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp=|
K
F( y) |
P
F( yp2) _t2( p) dp dy. (7)
We now recognize the inner integral in (7) as the inversion formula, but
with t replaced by 2t. Thus we have
|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp=|
K
F( y) e&t2K F( y) dy
=|
K
et2K2f ( y) e&t2K2 f ( y) dy.
Since et2K2 is self-adjoint, we get
|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp=|
K
f ( y)2 dy.
Since f is assumed real, this is the desired norm equality.
Finally, we address condition (2) of Theorem 2. Let Ht denote the
Hilbert space of holomorphic functions F on KC for which
&F&2t #|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp<.
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Let V/L2(K, dx) denote the space of finite linear combinations of matrix
entries. For f # V, the above argument works and shows that &et2K2f &2t =
& f &2L2(K, dx) . Thus e
t2K2 is an isometry of V into Ht . As it turns out, it is not
too difficult to show that the image of V is dense in Ht . (See Section 4.3
below.) This being the case, et2K2 extends to an isometry of L2(K, dx) onto
Ht . This explains condition (2) of Theorem 2.
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
4.1. Proof of Theorem 5. In order to prove the theorem we need to
know how to compute both 2K and 2P . Let [X1 , ..., Xn] be an orthonor-
mal basis for k with respect to the chosen Ad-K-invariant inner product.
Then if f is a C function on K, 2K f can be computed as follows:
2K f (x)= :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 f (xetXk). (8)
The invariance of our inner product guarantees that 2K is a bi-invariant
operator on K. It follows that for any x, y # K
:
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 f (xyetXk)= :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 f (xetXky). (9)
We will need this identity.
To compute 2P , recall that we are identifying KC K with P. So functions
on P are really functions on KC K, which we think of as right-K-invariant
functions on KC . Concretely, these identifications amount to extending a
function ,( p) on P to a right-K-invariant function on KC by replacing ,( p)
with ,(- gg*). Here g  g* is the unique anti-holomorphic anti-
automorphism of KC which agrees with x  x&1 on K. (In the notation of
Lemma 4 of [H], g*= g &1.) For p # P, p*=p. The square root denotes
the unique square root in P of gg*. By inspection, ,(- gg*) is right-K-
invariant and agrees with ,( p) on P. In particular, if ,( p)=F(xp2) (x fixed)
we get
F(xp2) O F(xgg*). (10)
Define the Casimir operator C on KC to be
C(g)= :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 (eitXkg)& :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 (etXkg)
for any C function  on KC . Clearly C preserves the space of right-K-
invariant functions, and thus can be viewed as an operator on KC K.
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Viewed in this way, the Casimir C coincides with 2P . Thus Theorem 5 is
equivalent to the statement that
CgF(xgg*)=&42xF(xgg*) (11)
for all holomorphic functions F on KC . Here Cg denotes the Casimir with
respect to g with x fixed, and 2x denotes the K-Laplacian with respect to
x with g fixed.
Since (etXk)*=(etXk)&1=e&tXk and (eitXk)*=eitXk,
CgF(xgg*)= :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xeitXkgg*eitXk)
& :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xetXkgg*e&tXk). (12)
Using the chain rule twice on the first term in (12) gives
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xeitXkgg*eitXk)=
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xeitXkgg*)+
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xgg*eitXk)
+2
d
dt } t=0
d
ds } s=0 F(xeitXkgg*eisXk).
We can evaluate the second term in (12) similarly. However, there is a
minus sign in the exponent in the second term which produces a minus sign
in the ‘‘cross term.’’ Meanwhile, the analyticity of F tells us that
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xeitXkgg*)=(i)2
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xetXkgg*),
and similarly for the other terms.
If we put all this together, we see that the ‘‘cross terms’’ cancel and the
remaining terms combine in pairs giving
CgF(xgg*)=&2 :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xetXkgg*)&2 :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xgg*etXk).
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Now, we would like to move the etXk ’s past gg* in the second term. If gg*
were in K, this would be justified by the identity (9). However, since F is
holomorphic, this must continue to be legal if gg* is any element of KC . So
we obtain finally
CgF(xgg*)=&4 :
n
k=1
d 2
dt2 } t=0 F(xetXkgg*)=&42xF(xgg*),
which is (11).
Note that computing 2pF(xp2) is relatively simple, but that computing
2pF(xp) would involve computing with F(x - gg*), which would be com-
plicated. K
Remark. The observation that makes this proof work is that we can
easily compute CF(xgg*), using the fact that F is a holomorphic function
on KC . This should be compared to Theorem 1.1 of [F-J]. There Flensted-
Jensen starts with a spherical function  on a real semisimple Lie group G0
and produces a function , on the corresponding complex semisimple group
G which is an eigenfunction for certain differential operators. The function
 has an analytic continuation to a neighborhood of the identity in G, and
near the identity, , is given by
,(g)=(g_(g)&1).
Here, _ is an automorphism of G0 , extended to an anti-holomorphic
automorphism of G. (Thus g  _(g)&1 is an anti-holomorphic anti-auto-
morphism, similar to our map g  g*.) The verification that , is an eigen-
function for the relevant operators on G is similar in spirit to the above
proof of Theorem 5. (See the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [F-J].)
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1. We first establish the theorem for f a ‘‘nice’’
function, and then for arbitrary f.
Proposition 6. Let f # L2(K ) be a finite linear combination of matrix
entries, and let F=et2K2f. Then
|
P
|F(xp2)| _t4( p) dp< (13)
for all x # K, and
f (x)=|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp.
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Lemma 7. There exists a sequence [,n] of compactly supported, C
functions on P with 0,n( p)1 such that
(1) ,n( p) is identically equal to one on a ball of radius n centered at
the origin, and
(2) the quantities |{,n( p)|, and |2P,n( p)| are bounded uniformly in n
and p.
Proof of the Lemma. Let  be a positive, C function on P supported
in a ball of radius one about the identity. Choose  to be K-invariant (i.e.,
(xpx&1)=( p) for x # K, p # P) and so that P ( p) dp=1. Let /n be the
function on P which is one on the ball of radius n centered at the identity,
and zero elsewhere. Now define
,n=/n+1 V .
This convolution can be computed in one of two ways. If /~ n+1 and 
denote the right-K-invariant extensions of /n+1 and  to KC then
,n( p)=|
KC
/~ n+1(g)  (g&1p) dg,
where dg is Haar measure on KC . Alternatively,
,n( p)=|
P
/n+1(q) (q&1 } p) dq. (14)
Here q&1 } p denotes the action of q&1 # KC on p, and is computed in terms
of the polar decomposition: if q&1p=rx, with r # P and x # K, then
q&1 } p=r.
Now, (q&1 } p) is non-zero only if d(q&1 } p, e)1, or equivalently if
d( p, q)1. It follows that ,n is one on the ball of radius n and zero outside
the ball of radius n+2. Since derivatives with respect to p in (14) go onto
, it is not hard to check that the ,n ’s satisfy the desired uniform
bounds. K
Proof of the Proposition. We simply need to make rigorous the argu-
ment of Section 3. If p # P, let | p| denote the distance from p to the identity,
computed with respect to the relevant KC-invariant metric on PtKCK.
If we write p in the form p=eiY, then
| p|=|eiY |=&Y&,
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where &Y& is computed with respect to our Ad-K-invariant inner product.
Now if f is a finite sum of the form
f (x)=:
?
trace(?(x) A?),
then
F(xp2)=:
?
e&*?t2 trace(?(x) ?( p2) A?)
where *? is the eigenvalue of &2K in the representation ?. Writing
p2=e2iY, so that ?( p2)=e2i?(Y ), we see that
|F(xp2)|aeb | p| (15)
for some constants a, b. Meanwhile, the heat kernel _t4( p) has faster-than-
exponential decay with | p|, as follows either from the explicit formula in
[Ga, (3.26)] or from the more general bounds in [D]. Since the volume
of a ball of radius R in P grows at most exponentially with R, it follows
that
|
P
|F(xp2)| _s4( p) dp<
for all s.
So now let
gs(x)=|
P
F(xp2) _(t&s)4( p) dp
for 0s<t. From the formula of [Ga], the estimate (15), and exponential
volume growth, it follows that gs(x) converges uniformly to F(x) as s tends
to t. Our goal is to show that gs(x) satisfies the heat equation on K, in
the classical sense. Once this is established uniqueness (i.e., the maximum
principle) will show that gs=es2K 2g0 . Letting s tend to t will then give
et2K2g0(x)= gt(x)=F(x)=et2K2f.
Since et2K2 is one-to-one, we will conclude that
f (x)= g0(x)=|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp,
which is what we wish to show.
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To show that gs satisfies the heat equation, following the outline of
Section 3, we must (1) differentiate under the integral, (2) integrate by
parts, (3) apply Theorem 5, and (4) move the x-Laplacian outside the
integral. Since F(xp2) grows only exponentially with | p| and since _ decays
very rapidly, there is little trouble in justifying each of these steps.
For example, to integrate by parts, we insert the cutoff functions ,n of
Lemma 7. With the cutoffs present we can certainly integrate by parts, giving
|
P
F(xp2) ,n( p) 2P_ (t&s)4( p) dp=|
P
2PF(xp2) ,n( p) _(t&s)4( p) dp
+2 |
P
{F(xp2) } {,n( p) _(t&s)4( p) dp
+|
P
F(xp2) 2P,n( p) _(t&s)4( p) dp.
It is easy to check that 2P_ still decays faster-than-exponentially, and that
{F(xp2) and 2P F(xp2) still grow at most exponentially with | p|. Thus if we
let n  , the last two terms vanish and we are left with
|
P
F(xp2) 2P_(t&s)4( p) dp=|
P
2PF(xp2) _(t&s)4( p) dp.
The justification of the remaining steps is easy and is omitted. K
We are now ready to address the general case of Theorem 1. Recall the
notation of the theorem: [Pn] is an increasing sequence of Ad-K-invariant
compact sets in P whose union is P. We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 8. If ? is an irreducible representation of K, extended holo-
morphically to KC , then
|
Pn
?( p2) _t4( p) dp=a?, nI,
where the a?, n ’s are positive constants that increase with n.
Proof of the Lemma. Using the Ad-K-invariance of the set Pn and of the
measure _t4( p) dp, we see that for each x # K
?(x) |
Pn
?( p2) _t4( p) dp=_|Pn ?((xpx&1)2) _t4( p) dp& ?(x)
=_|Pn ?( p2) _t4( p) dp& ?(x).
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Thus by Schur’s Lemma, Pn ?( p
2) _t4( p) dp must be a constant times the
identity. Moreover, ?( p2) is a self-adjoint positive operator for each p,
so this constant must be real and positive, and must increase as n
increases. K
Proof of Theorem 1. First suppose that f is a single matrix entry, f (x)=
trace(?(x) A?), so that F(g)=e&*?t2 trace(?(g) A?). By Proposition 6,
f (x)=|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp.
On the other hand, in light of Lemma 8,
|
P
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp= lim
n  
e&*?t2 trace \?(x) _|Pn ?( p2) _t4( p) dp& A? +
= lim
n  
a?, ne&*? t2 trace(?(x) A?).
Evidently, then,
lim
n  
a?, n=e*? t2.
Now, if f is an arbitrary function in L2(K, dx), then f can be expressed
as
f (x)=:
?
trace(?(x) A?)
where the series is orthogonal and converges in the L2(K, dx) norm. (Recall
that the norm for L2(K, dx) is equivalent to the norm for L2(K, \t(x) dx).)
Thus
F(g)=:
?
e&*? t2 trace(?(g) A?).
As proved in [H, Section 8], this series converge to F uniformly on com-
pact subsets of KC . Thus
|
Pn
F(xp2) _t4( p) dp=:
?
e&*? t2 trace \?(x) _|Pn ?( p2) _t4( p) dp& A?+
=:
?
a?, n e&*?t2 trace(?(x) A?). (16)
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Since the series in (16) is orthogonal, and since a?, n increases to e*? t2,
elementary Hilbert space theory shows that
lim
n  
:
?
a?, ne&*?t2 trace(?(x) A?)=:
?
trace(?(x) A?)= f (x),
where the limit is in the L2(K, dx) norm. K
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 amounts to the statement that the
map f  et2K2f is an isometric isomorphism of L2(K, dx) onto the Hilbert
space Ht of holomorphic functions F on KC for which
|
P
|
K
|F(xp)| 2 dx _t2( p) dp<.
A key ingredient in the proof is a ‘‘holomorphic change-of-variable,’’ as
embodied in the following lemma.
Lemma 9. If F is a holomorphic function on KC , then for all g # KC ,
|
K
F(xg) dx=|
K
F(x) dx.
Proof of the Lemma. For g # K the integral K F(xg) dx is independent
of g, by the translation-invariance of Haar measure on K. But K F(xg) dx
is a holomorphic function of g, and a holomorphic function which is
constant on K must be constant on all of KC . K
Let us first establish isometricity for the case where f is a finite linear
combination of matrix entries. Note that the backward heat operator
makes sense for such an f; that is, every such f is of the form f =et2K2g,
for some (unique) g # L2(K ). Thus if we use Lemma 9, the argument of
Section 3 is perfectly rigorous. (We should also check that Fubini applies,
but this is not a problem in light of the rapid decay of _t2( p).)
So if V is the space of finite linear combinations of matrix entries, then
et2K2 is an isometry of V into Ht . Furthermore, since each matrix entry on
K is an eigenfunction for the Laplacian, the image of V is simply the space
V of finite linear combination of holomorphic matrix entries. But as proved
in [H, Section 8], V is dense in Ht . The proof of density relies on two
facts: (1) every holomorphic function on KC has a ‘‘holomorphic Fourier
series’’ which converges uniformly on compact sets, and (2) the measure we
are using on KC is bi-K-invariant.
Thus et2K2 extends to an isometry of L2(K, dx) onto Ht . This extended
operator must still be et2K2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. K
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4.4. Proof of Theorem 3. If the integrability condition (4) holds for
almost every x, then the limit in Theorem 1 will exists pointwise almost
everywhere, as well as in L2(K ). But the pointwise limit and the L2 limit
must coincide almost everywhere, so we have the first part of the theorem.
For the second part of the theorem, we use the following elementary
(and well-known) result: If A is a self-adjoint positive operator on a finite-
dimensional Hilbert space, and B is any operator on that space, then
|trace(AB)|trace(A) &B&. (17)
This can be proved, for example, by computing in an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors for A.
Now write f in the form
f (x)=:
?
trace(?(x) A?).
Then
F(xp2)=:
?
e&*? t2 trace(?(x) ?( p2) A?)
=:
?
e&*?t2 trace(?( p2) A? ?(x)).
Since ?(x) is unitary and ?( p2) is self-adjoint and positive, (17) shows that
|
Pn
|F(xp2)| _t4( p) dp:
?
e&*? t2 _|Pn trace(?( p2)) _t4( p) dp& &A?&.
But in the notation of the proof of Theorem 1
|
Pn
trace(?( p2)) _t4( p) dp=trace |
Pn
?( p2) _t4( p) dp
=trace[a?, nI]
=a?, n dim(?).
Since a?, n increases to e*? t2, Monotone Convergence shows that
|
P
|F(xp2)| _t4( p) dp:
?
dim(?) &A? &. (18)
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But standard estimates of the sort in [H] (see comments in the proof of
Theorem 2, ‘‘Onto,’’ in Section 8) show that the sum on the right side of (18)
converges for f smooth enough. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4. Let f be in L2(K ) and let F=et2K2f. For
0<s<t, let hs(x)=e(t&s) 2K2f. Then hs is certainly a C  function on K,
and F=es2K2 hs . So applying Theorem 3 with t replaced by s we see that
|
P
|F(xp2)| _s4( p) dp<
for all x # K and
hs(x)=|
P
F(xp2) _s4( p) dp.
Since hs  f in L2(K ) as s increases to t, we obtain Theorem 4. K
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